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Summary
The adoption of infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a reality for academic,
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of an appropriate provider is a challenging task due to the diversity of the IaaS
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network components, topology, and services. The creation of a large number
of cloud providers came along with the widespread use of VIs. The selection
market and formally is a multicriteria analysis (NP-hard). Notwithstanding the
provider selection complexity, the mobility of VI-hosted applications is limited
due to the optimization anchors introduced by providers. Although the existing IaaS cloud brokers can indicate a hosting provider, they lack on conceptual
and technical skills to migrate a VI and all its internal components between
providers. This work enhances the state-of-the-art on IaaS cloud brokerage by
proposing virtual infrastructure multicriteria allocation and migration–based
broker (VIMAM), which performs a multicriteria analysis of providers and VI
migration. VIMAM is driven by an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to select an
IaaS provider, offering a set of predefined weighting schemas to represent distinct tenant perspectives. Moreover, to migrate a VI, VIMAM takes into account
the virtual machines, containers, switches, and other topology elements. In
addition to discussing the AHP ranking weights and frequency of providers
selection, the experimental analysis details the implementation of an OpenStack
and Docker–based prototype for VI migration.
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1

I N T RO DU CT ION

The cloud computing paradigm consolidated the on-demand provisioning and delivering services following a
pay-as-you-use or pay-as-you-go cost model.1 Nowadays, tenants can request elastic computing, storage, and network
resources without human interaction. On the infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) providers' perspective, the virtualization
technology is the driving force to better usage and share data center (DC) resources. Indeed, virtual machines (VMs) and
Softw: Pract Exper. 2019;1–21.
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containers are jointly allocated to support distributed applications. Furthermore, for adhering to applications specificities, virtual private clouds (or virtual infrastructures (VIs)) can be composed of VMs, containers, and virtual switches,
which are interconnected by a virtual private network.2,3
In the last decade, the industrial and academic communities observed a wide adoption of IaaS cloud services and,
consequently, the creation of large number of cloud providers.4 Nowadays, a simple Internet search reveals more than 100
cloud providers, each one composed of its own cloud computing DCs, management framework, application programming
interfaces (APIs), and data models. Although only four IaaS providers have approximately 53% of the world's market share,
other alternatives are available. In fact, cloud computing environment became a heterogeneous and complex scenario. In
most cases, the tenants are unaware of the existence of small-scale providers.
Thus, the selection (for initial allocation or reallocation) of which provider is more adequate to a specific tenant is a
challenging task.5,6 Several providers offer similar services changing only their charging policy,7 performance flavors, and
other management features.8-10 In parallel, the cloud computing adoption is a reality for multiple enterprises. Production, research, and development infrastructures are consolidated and running for some years. Each provider is based on
orchestration tools specifically defined to its DCs, optimizing the capabilities according to the services offered and classified objective functions. Indeed, IaaS providers have full knowledge on their infrastructures and apply optimizations
to increase their revenues. Although the tenants believe their VIs are isolated provisioned, there are anchors and fixed
thresholds linked to virtual resource allocation and/or management tools.11 In such a complex and challenging scenario,
our work focus on cloud provider selection and VI migration to advance in this research field, defining a brokerage service
based on tenants' perspective.

Selecting the appropriated cloud provider
Related to IaaS cloud provider selection, the analysis and selection of IaaS providers is based on the multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) method to qualify IaaS providers is a promising alternative.10,12-14 MCDM enabled a
near-optimal mapping of virtual requests on cloud providers by performing simultaneous analysis of a set of relevant
variables and candidates. In this work, the MCDM is guided by multiple criteria and trade-offs: energy versus performance and consolidation versus availability, among others. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method stands out to
make a decision with trade-off and multicriteria,15 allowing to set assortment aspects and component hierarchy. The specialized literature proposed the use of AHP-based models to select providers and servers, highlighting the efficiency and
impact of AHP parameterization to align provider objectives and the allocation results.10,12-14 However, the majority of
proposals (discussed in Section 3) consider only the selection of VMs, disregarding the virtual private network details. The
present work innovates by adding virtual network requirements to quality of service (QOS) and cost hierarchical weight
schema used to guide the AHP model. Moreover, the proposed AHP model is based on Common Information Model
(CIM) initiative.16

Migrating VIs
Traditionally, IaaS cloud providers have different billing policies and QoS even between their own regions and zones
(eg, Amazon Web Services (AWS)). These aspects directly affect the choice of providers by tenants. Over time, tenant
requirements (high availability and QoS) and economical funds certainly change. Eventually, these changes can lead
tenants to select another zone, region, or provider to host theirs VIs. Providers typically have standardized management
tools between their sites, which enable VIs migration between them.17 However, providers are not interested in adopting
standardized tools between different providers, and the lack of interoperability inhibits migration of tenants towards
competitor providers.11,18 Although portability and interoperability are important requirements described by National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),2 to leave a provider, the tenants need to migrate all VI components involved
in their applications.19-21 In summary, to migrate a VI from provider A to provider B, a tenant must migrate all VMs
and/or containers, which support his/her distributed application. Latter, all VI network connections must be recreated
on provider B.22-24 Hence, VI network migration should ensure the following:
1. Reestablish the private network connection, as soon as the VM or container is alive.
2. Keep active network link between migrated VI (from provider A) and external network.
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Virtual infrastructure migration
In this context, we propose a cloud broker based on MCDM and virtual infrastructure migration. Our IaaS cloud broker,
termed virtual infrastructure multicriteria allocation and migration–based broker (VIMAM), receives a provider selection request, and after defining, the appropriated new cloud provider (region or zone) performs the VI migration without
human interaction, ie, automatically. Specifically, VIMAM relies on the AHP method to select a cloud provider: a tenant
submits a VI request to the broker management, which identifies and qualifies all possibilities of IaaS providers for this
request. The list of candidate providers is rated according to multicriteria to attend the tenant's perspective. It is worthwhile to mention that a previously performed allocation may not be the appropriate choice after a provider failure or
application reconfiguration. An eventual failure or peak of use may trigger a VI migration. In this sense, VIMAM offers a
migration module to move containers and virtual networks between providers. A proof-of-concept implementation was
developed based on OpenStack cloud management project and Docker framework. Finally, VIMAM was evaluated in
three key aspects covering the key modules developed:
1. Response time to make a decision.
2. Quality of a decision.
3. Applicability of migration module in real environment.
VIMAM results demonstrate it is possible to make an online multicriteria decision for selecting the cloud provider and,
if necessary, migrate VIs between different real providers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the concepts and issues that motivate our research,
while Section 3 discusses related work. The proposed cloud broker architecture is presented in Section 4. Experimental
analysis is discussed in Section 5, while considerations and perspectives are presented in Section 6.

2
2.1

MOTIVATION AND PRO BLEM DEFINITION
VIs and cloud brokers

A VI can be formally defined as a set of VMs, containers, and virtual networking resources provided during a given time
frame.1,25-27 It is worthwhile to mention that virtual network resources have the same importance level of processing
and storage. Virtual links, switches, and routers can be configured to support peak load and to reserve the appropriated
bandwidth to support the VI-hosted applications. Figure 1 depicts an example of a VI composed of 20 containers placed
atop of two VMs.
In Figure 1, a private local area network (with tenant-defined Internet Protocol (IP) address) is deployed as a virtual
switch. In addition (not represented in Figure 1), multiple services to help the internal management, such as the floating
IP service can be contracted to deliver Internet-routable reachability for VMs and containers.
Cloud computing environment allows tenant to request on-demand access to processing, storage, and networking
resources with pay-as-you-use and/or pay-as-you-go business model. One challenge for tenants is to know the correct
provisioning of their resources when they use an IaaS model.28,29 Moreover, the ever-increasing number of providers and
the number of resource arrangements among different providers lead to a new challenge for tenants to choose the right
provider and to perceive how long their choices were correct.

FIGURE 1 Example of a virtual infrastructure composed of 20 containers placed atop
of two virtual machines (VMs). A private local area network (LAN) is deployed as a
virtual switch
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FIGURE 2 Main modules of an infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)
cloud broker. We focus on the provider's selection and migration
modules. API, application programming interface; CLI, command-line
interface

A possible provider's selection is built on multicriteria analysis and depends on tenant's perspective, providers' billing
policies, and existing monitoring tools. These criteria can change over the time, influenced by the administrative decision
of providers to offer in a differentiated way their resources or due to tenant's application requirements (eg, peak of use
and failure event, among others). With new criteria or new requirements, tenants have other options to select; the best
cloud provider for their VI in the past may no longer be the same. Although service-level agreement (SLA) allows the
termination of ongoing VI, tenants wish to minimize service downtime from their VI-hosted applications. In summary,
it is evident that provider's selection and VI migration are technical challenges to tenants.
To intermediate the tenant-provider relationship, there is an important actor in the cloud computing context: the cloud
broker. Renowned institutions such as Gartner30 and NIST2 defined cloud brokers as actors of relevant importance in
cloud computing. In fact, a broker simplifies the delivery of aggregated services to the tenants,31 softening the lack of
interoperability and application portability between several services providers.32 Finally, a broker avoids potential vendor
lock-in33 and becomes essential to transform the complex market of the cloud computing into a commodity.19,34,35 Figure 2
describes two layers of an IaaS cloud broker: client interface and management.
Analyzing the Figure 2 from left to right, the Client Interface offers solutions to interact with the brokerage management
mechanism. specifically, command-line interface (CLI) and API are interfaces to submit commands and receive data,
while Language and Model deals with data representation. The second layer, Management, represents all technical service
modules used to select a provider, to migrate (when need), to change or increase virtual resources, to monitor the resources
usage, and to manage the security services. As observed, a cloud broker is a complex combination of management tools.
This paper describes our solution specifically for selection and migration modules located in the management layer.
Since providers have different classifications for the same type of service that must be intermediated by a cloud broker,
Table 1 resumes the nomenclature used by the providers with the highest level of market-share adoption. Some criteria
(eg, switch, router, and latency) are not explicitly provided being part of greater services. Table 1 summarizes the services
that can be individually used (or combined) to provide the domain name system, load balancing, QoS, virtual networking,
security management, firewall, network address translation (NAT), VMs, and containers.36-39 Table 1 also corroborates
that different providers can offer similar services varying the fee approaches, levels of performance, and QoS indicator,
as well as supporting technologies.7-10 Internally on IaaS cloud providers, the resource orchestration is performed by
mechanisms optimized to manage computing, storage, and networking resources according to the services offered and
objectives of the provider. Thus, a tenant makes a VI request theoretically independent of the physical architecture of
providers, but the DC optimizations can generate anchors setting a VI to the provider. Exemplifying, the interfaces and
rules for defining load balancing, security rules, and IP address resolution are considerably different between providers.

2.2

Virtual resources migration between IaaS providers

The migration of virtual resources is a challenging task. In the IaaS cloud scenario, the migration is the process of moving
a running virtual resource (VM, container, switch, router, or link) between different physical hosts, preferable without
disrupting the network. Memory, storage, and network connectivity of virtual resources are transferred from the original
host to the destination. In the scope of the present work, the original and destination hosts can be placed at distinct IaaS
providers. Three main categories of virtual resources migration are discussed (pros and cons) as follows.
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TABLE 1 Nomenclature adopted by the four providers with the highest level of market share
Services /
Providers
DNS
Load balancing
QoS
Virtual networking

Rackspace (OpenStack)

Microsoft Azure

AWS

Google Cloud

Designate/DNS
as a service (DNSaaS)
Neutron/load balancer
as a service (LBaaS)
Neutron/QoS
Neutron

Azure DNS

Amazon Route 53

Cloud DNS

LBaaS

Elastic Load Balancing

Security

Keystone

Firewall

Neutron/Firewall
as a service (FWAAS)
Neutron
Nova/Mangnum

NAT
VMs and containers

Google Cloud Load
Balancing
Express Route
SLA QoS
SLA QoS
Azure Virtual Network Amazon Virtual Private Cloud Cloud Virtual Network
/AWS Direct Connect
Azure Security Central
Amazon Inspector
Cloud Identity
& Access Management
Firewall
AWS Web Application
Firewall
Firewall
NAT gateways
NAT gateways
NAT gateways
VMs/Containers
VMs/Containers EC2
Compute Engine

Abbreviations: AWS, Amazon Web Services; DNS, domain name system; NAT, network address translation; QoS, quality of service; SLA, service-level agreement;
VM, virtual machine.

2.2.1

VM migration

Among the main benefits of migrating VMs, the load balancing in IaaS cloud DCs is highlighted.40 In contrast, the performance of hosted applications is impaired during the VM migration process.41,42 On the technical details, one important
factor that should be considered is the management of virtual storage, which is necessary to carry out the process without interrupting the hosted application execution.43,44 To perform migration between small-scale clouds, shared storage
can be used as a solution. However, when it comes to large-scale clouds, this approach may be inefficient due to the high
volume of data. The specialized literature comprehends proposals to speed up the migration43,45,46 by applying memory
precopy43 and on-demand memory migration.45 These mechanisms are focused on migrating VMs on private DCs46 being
ineffective for migrations between IaaS cloud providers conducted atop of the Internet. In addition, to perform a VM
migration, administrative privileges are required to access the hypervisor, thereby restricting the migration decision only
to the cloud manager. In other words, the tenants are susceptible to vendor lock-in.

2.2.2

Container migration

The container technology is based on sharing a single kernel among multiple processes.47 In this sense, the migration of
a container consists of unplugging a process from the original operating system (OS) comprehending memory state CPU
and register values and then attaching it on a new host. Two main pros of container migration are worthwhile to mention:
1. All components (files and libraries) required for executing a container-hosted application are linked to it.
2. It is not necessary to have access to the hypervisor for performing a migration, thus enabling the tenant to migrate
without need to contact the IaaS service provider.
In this sense, the container's technology prevents the vendor lock-in. In contrast, container-based virtualization is still
a new and evolving technology in cloud providers, and not all container management tools have migration support.

2.2.3

VI migration

The VI migration consists of moving an application along with the virtualization layer, which hosts it as well as all
related services. Thus, in addition to the computational resources (VMs or containers), the virtualized network (links,
routers, and switches) are jointly migrated. It is important to note that, in the IaaS cloud scenario, the virtualization layer
maybe provisioned as VMs, containers on hardware, containers on shared OS, or containers inside VMs. Moreover, the
key advantage in migrating a VI is that the network and hosted application settings are maintained unchanged. In this
sense, the virtual network must be preconfigured in advance in the destination service provider (using the same private
IP configuration).22-24 The correctness of application's communication is ensured by replicating the topology model from
the source provider to the destination provider. On the other hand, after migrating the VI to the destination provider,
the IP of the public network may not be maintained as it is associated with the source provider configuration. To maintain the Internet visibility and availability of the VI-hosted services, it is necessary to reestablish or redirect the existing
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connections. Although not trivial, research work in the area reports some solutions to the problem of traffic redirection
and Border Gateway Protocol dynamic reconfiguration.48,49 Thus, this broad subject is outside the scope of this work. It
is worthwhile to mention that brokerage in IaaS clouds can be based on the migration of VIs composed of containers
allocated in VMs as two advantages are proposed by this approach:
1. The freedom of management given to tenants by this technology (provider independence).
2. The use of containers atop VM-related services (eg, elastic provisioning and load balance) currently offered and
consolidated by IaaS cloud providers.
In this work, we focus on migration, the exclusion of container provisioning over hardware is justified by the management dependency. The same limitation discussed in VM migration is observed: the tenant must require support from the
IaaS provider to perform a migration (composing an anchor and vendor lock-in). It is important to highlight that if the
tenant has access to the management of their containers (independent of the IaaS provider), the benefits of the brokerage
provided by this work (discussed in Section 4) can be applied.
A specific discussion must address the services used to support the VI-hosted services. Cloud services as firewall, load
balancing, and NAT (as detailed by Table 1) are candidates for composing vendor lock-ins. Each service is configured by
a specific API, which composes a technological barrier on automating the migration. In fact, to perform a VI migration,
each service must be preconfigured in advance on target provider.
Finally, the VI migration by a cloud broker is transparent to the tenant. The brokerage tool can help to evaluate and
decide if a migration must be performed based on predefined thresholds. When authorized, the broker executes the
migration actions, both on the source provider and on the destination provider, as discussed in Section 4.

3

RELATED WORK

According to the literature review performed considering the cloud broker modules investigated in the present work, two
main categories of related work are identified. The first one aims to use multicriteria methods in the cloud providers,
while the second one comprehends papers focusing on migration of virtual resources.

3.1

Multicriteria methods to allocate virtual resources

Initially, an analysis of several multicriteria methods used in the cloud computing and a decision-making taxonomy were
proposed.14 In addition, the authors analyzed hybrid computing platforms (ie, cloud computing and private clusters)
discussing the differences between global and local algorithms. Simulations based on discrete events were performed
to evaluate a set of algorithms, ie, allocated cluster algorithm, cloud cluster algorithm, and dedicated cluster algorithm,
pointing out the applicability of multicriteria analysis on hybrid scenarios.
Yazir et al decomposed the management of cloud computing resources in different tasks executed by autonomous
agents.50 Such agents realized settings in parallel with the PROMETHEE method. In addition to the scalability achieved
by parallel and decentralized processing, this approach ensures for the provider flexibility, by varying criteria weights and
by adding or removing criteria rather than changing the cloud provider settings. In turn, Ergu et al proposed a model for
cloud resource allocation based on the AHP method, the criteria considered in the parity comparison are time of each task,
costs, reliability, and bandwidth of the performed tasks.51 Although both works proposed the application of multicriteria
methods, they focused only in the provider's perspective, while the present work addresses an inherent issue to cloud
tenants.
In addition to applying AHP, Martens et al presented a method that selects a service provider based on risk analysis.52
The risk metrics were build atop the confidentiality, integrity, and availability triad of security. While they seek for factors
that impact on cost and risks selection of the providers, the present work consider a wide range of criteria, applying the
AHP as focus on VI provisioning.
Garg et al developed a framework to select an IaaS service provider based on a system composed of three modules9 :
SMICloudBroker, in charge of interacting with tenants; Monitoring, based in finding all services that fulfill the tenant's
requirements; and Service Catalog, a module to store the characteristics of services and providers. The architecture proposed in Section 4 can be integrated to the framework by adding a specialized multicriteria analysis and a VI migration
module.
Dastjerdi et al developed CloudPick, a QoS architecture for deploying services across clouds.53 The proposal uses multiple providers to host a VI to reduce costs and improve the quality-of-experience of end users. VIMAM can be combined
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TABLE 2 Percentage of choice impact according to the weight schema. Bold-written values indicate greater impact on provider choice
Services/schema
Switch
Router
SDN equipment
Container
Virtual machine
Load balancing
DNS
Latency
Bandwidth
NAT
Firewall
IDS
L1
L2
L3
L4

Flat
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
6.25%
6.25%
10%
10%
5%
5%
3.3%
3.3%
3.3%
2.525%
2.525%
2.525%
2.525%

Security
1.9%
3.9%
6.9%
0.75%
0.75%
9.6%
6%
12.7%
6.4%
4.8%
29.7%
11.9%
0.3%
0.5%
1.3%
2.6%

Network elasticity
2%
4.3%
8.7%
0.9%
0.9%
7.9%
5.3%
8.1%
4%
1.6%
9.5%
5.5%
3.2%
5.2%
12.6%
20.3%

QoS
2.1%
6.2%
8.8%
1.45%
1.45%
9.4%
8.6%
23.9%
11.9%
3.7%
9.4%
5.9%
0.5%
0.8%
2.1%
3.8%

Web hosting
2.9%
6.2%
8.8%
1.05%
1.05%
23.6%
7.1%
6.3%
3.1%
4.3%
22.7%
8%
0.4%
0.8%
1.2%
2.5%

Network-intensive
4%
7.1%
18.5%
1.85%
1.85%
5.3%
4%
16.3%
8.2%
0.6%
3.9%
1.6%
2.4%
4.7%
7.9%
11.8%

Market research
1.1%
1.8%
2.9%
4.2%
4.2%
10.3%
3.4%
6.2%
1%
4%
26.6%
17.8%
1.4%
2.2%
3.3%
9.6%

Abbreviations: DNS, domain name system; IDS, intrusion detection system; QoS, quality of service; NAT, network address translation; SDN, software-defined
networking.

with CloudPick to analyze networking resources as well as to eventually migrate services to improve their metrics. In
addition, a framework for selecting cloud services was proposed by Menzel et al.54 The proposed framework and methodology demonstrate the efficiency of MCDM for selecting services based on high-level requirements. In Section 4.1.2
(see Table 2), a similar method based on market-research schema is presented to guide the selection of cloud providers.
In summary, by analyzing the multicriteria methods applied to cloud computing, it is possible to identify a research
gap considering the tenant's perspective. Moreover, the existing solutions disregard the existence of virtualized networking interconnecting the VI components. The present proposal differs from the literature since it proposes that, given
one or more tenant requests, the selection and analysis must be carried out according to the criteria established on the
hierarchical structures towards service providers set (the details are discussed in Section 4).

3.2

Migration of virtual resources

The specialized literature comprehends proposals from different categories, as listed in Section 2.2. Initially, considering
the migration of applications between cloud providers, an algorithm to orchestrate the live migration was proposed by
Carrasco et al.55 Although the proposal is agnostic to source and target cloud providers, the algorithm does not take
into account the migration of network components. A description of P-TOSCA, a model proposed to move applications
and data, is applied to migrate virtual resources.56 Ristove et al indicated the migration is performed by moving a Cloud
Service Archive file, described in Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA), having all
information and metadata need to deploy an application.57 A limitation is noted by the fact of the cloud provider must be
able to replicate the application environment and allow deployment of the application from another cloud provider, ie,
the destination cloud provider must be able to process files in the format defined by TOSCA.
Following the migration of applications between providers, Ali et al proposed Cloud Interoperability Broker, a
software-as-a-service (SaaS) cloud broker.58 To perform the migration, the providers must follow standard APIs to enable
the data management and interoperability. Although promising, this approach is specific to SaaS providers and disregard
the communication between cloud-hosted applications.
The live migration of VMs between IaaS cloud providers is investigated by Duggan et al.59 This approach proposes an
autonomous agent based on machine learning that has the ability to schedule and perform the migration of VMs. In other
words, it aims to balance the use of cloud resources migrating the VM based on, for example, the seasonality of usage. As
the network configuration is not migrated by the management agent, both source and target providers must be configured
in advance to enable the VMs transfer without interrupting the hosted service.
A different approach to migrate VMs between IaaS providers is proposed by Tsakalozos et al.60 The goal is to migrate
a queue of tasks defined by the cloud administrator, as well as manage all the resources so that the migration happens
without violating the SLA nor affecting the QoS requirements. In addition to sharing the limitations mentioned for other
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FIGURE 3 Architectural components of the selection module of
the virtual infrastructure (VI) multicriteria allocation and
migration–based infrastructure-as-a-service broker. QoS, quality of
service

works regarding the network, the proposal targets the provider's perspective, which does not help in the prevention of
vendor lock-in.
A framework to migrate VMs between IaaS cloud DCs was proposed by Zhang et al.46 For speeding up the live migration
process, the framework relies on a shared repository of VM images, accessible by source and destination DC servers.
However, as discussed in Section 2.2, the migration management requires administrative privileges being totally realized
by the provider. In turn, Zhao et al61 addressed the joint migration of virtual computing and networking resources between
providers. However, the VI must be completely managed by software-defined networking (SDN) technology. In a scenario
with reduced interoperability tools and standards, as IaaS cloud providers, the requirement for a SDN-enabled network
administration on source and target providers is a strong assumption.
Regarding the contemporaneous technical solutions to manage containers, Kubernetes† and Docker‡ , the migration of
a container set is in the early stages of development. A de facto solution to manage migration between providers has not
yet been proposed. Moreover, due to the multiple possibilities for configuring networks in containers, the migration of
virtual connections between distinct administrative domains is a technological challenge.

4

C LO U D B ROK E R ARCHIT ECTURE

The present work focus on selection and migration modules of the generic cloud broker architecture depicted in Figure 2,2
composing the VIMAM mechanism. Indeed, both modules are agnostic to implementation details of other components
(eg, accounting, interoperability, security, and monitoring) as they are based on well-defined APIs. Thus, this section
details both modules implementation following the traditional execution ordering: first, the provider's selection phase,
and latter, the VI migration.

4.1

First phase: selecting IaaS providers

The architecture for the selection module is depicted by Figure 3. Following a top-down discussion, the input and output
interfaces define the model and data need to perform a selection and to represent the solution, respectively. As input,
the module receives a VI description, the provider details, and a set of weights to configure the multicriteria mechanism.
After processing, a possible selection map (or an empty map) is returned.
The internal mechanism of the selection module is based on MCDM, composed of cost and QoS models, a comparison
matrix, and a ranking method. In summary, to find a suitable solution, the mechanism analyzes the tenant's VI request
configuring the AHP mechanism with the weights previously informed. An overview of the steps executed by the selection
module is enumerated in Figure 4.
A brief explanation of the steps numbered in Figure 4:
• The tenant submits a VI request to VIMAM.
• Given a tenant's VI request, the weights are distributed based on distinct preconfigured schemas (summarized in
Table 2). The tenant can select multiple schemas to be analyzed by the selection module.
• Each selected schema is individually processed by the AHP mechanism.
• The AHP mechanism is driven by QoS and cost models. The QoS represents the expected quality when selecting a
given provider to host the request, while the cost is the canonical representation for provisioning costs. In summary,
two executions of AHP are performed, one for each hierarchical model.
• As each AHP hierarchical returns an independent solution, this step performs a joint ranking.
†
‡

Available at https://kubernetes.io
Available at https://www.docker.com
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FIGURE 4 Summarized sequence
diagram for decision-making on
infrastructure-as-a-service provider. VI,
virtual infrastructure; VIMAM, virtual
infrastructure multicriteria allocation and
migration

• A verification is performed before advancing to the final step. If there are schemas to be analyzed, the loop is resumed;
otherwise, all data are grouped and delivered to the tenant.
The core tasks of VIMAM multicriteria selection module are the composition of the hierarchical structures, the
definition of schema to weight and compare candidates, and the ranking of candidates.

4.1.1

Hierarchical AHP structures

Two hierarchical models were composed to represent the objectives when selecting an IaaS cloud provider, describing
the main characteristics and/or services addressed by them. The first one focus in the analysis of QOS, while the second
one on the provisioning costs. These hierarchies are depicted in Figure 5; both models were based on CIM initiative16
and allowed the specification of several elements that compose the VI (eg, VM, router, switch, SDN equipment, and the
definition of aggregated services). Moreover, the services can be individually detailed, for example, informing the TCP/IP
layer model (L1 to L4) used for composing the virtual private network of a VI.
It is worthwhile to highlight the cost hierarchy model may take into account the cost for performing a VI migration to
a target provider. The motivation behind this choice is to abstract and account eventual data movement costs and QoS.
Finally, a clear relationship between the components of the hierarchical models and the service currently provisioned
by IaaS cloud providers is observed (services summarized in Table 1). The hierarchical representation of services and
components is essential to specific the importance level of each one, performed by the definition of weighting schema.

4.1.2

Schemas to weight and compare candidates

The identification of AHP hierarchical weighing distribution is a fundamental step since the ranking of service providers is
directly related to weight policies presented in each model. Natively, VIMAM offers seven schemas (flat, security, network
elasticity, QoS, web hosting, network intensive, and market research), defined based on the most common services in
the IaaS cloud.16 The broker can be easily configured to extend these options. The schemas are summarized in Table 2.
The first six schemas attend to distinct tenant profiles (eg, the weights are distributed to provide higher importance on
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 5 Virtual infrastructure multicriteria allocation and migration (VIMAM) quality of service (QoS) and cost hierarchy models.
A, QoS hierarchy model; B, Cost hierarchy model. DNS, domain name system; IDS, intrusion detection system; NAT, network address
translation; SDN, software-defined network

a determined variable), while the seventh schema was defined based on market research using a questionnaire with
specialized enterprise administrators. For all scenarios depicted in Table 2, a tenant is requiring a new VI, so the migration
cost (from Figure 5B) is not analyzed. Finally, for each weight schema, bold-written values indicate greater impact on
provider choice.
The Flat schema represents the weight distribution in an equality form, attending to the tenants without depth knowledge about their needs (nonspecialists). The balanced distribution is recursively applied on QoS hierarchy model layers.
By composing the weighting table with equal values, the AHP method processes the request given total importance to
cost hierarchy model. It is worthwhile to note that even the flat schema considers network elements that are crucial to
select an appropriated provider. In turn, the strategy prioritizing security proposes weights appropriated to select an IaaS
provider that attend the security-related attributes. Indeed, the weighting distribution gives priority to the security node
from the hierarchical AHP organization (see Figure 5A), helping tenants dealing with confidential data.
The network elasticity schema emphasis in the VI node from the hierarchical model to serve tenants with malleability requirements for network resources. In this sense, services based on SDN, latency sensitivity, and virtual networks
have higher priority when compared with other attributes. It is expected that applications hosted by VI provisioned with
network elasticity can absorb peaks of loads, internally implementing SDN-guided management.62,63 Following this line
of thought, the QoS schema benefits services with bandwidth reservation and latency control, focusing in applications
manipulating a large volume of data or needing to keep QoS even in the presence of network variations (eg, video streaming, and stream processing). Stream process applications hosted atop VI based on QoS schema benefit from the internal
service stability to offer a continuous and reliable service, fundamental requirements to improve end-user experience.64
The configuration for web hosting represents the weighted distribution turned in security and load balancing nodes
of the hierarchical organization attending to customers that work with confidential data and need network guarantee
(eg, large-scale stores, financial banks, and insurer agencies). The network-intensive schema to attend distributed applications has priority on QoS, SDN, and VI nodes, representing tenants with advanced knowledge and management skills.
Finally, a market research schema is proposed representing the configuration developed by a subset of administrators. A
questionnaire was used and the compilation of all anonymous responses guided the weight distribution.

4.1.3

Ranking IaaS providers

After composing the hierarchical organization and selecting one or more weighting schemas to be processed, the AHP
method performs the ranking of candidates. Formally, let P represents a set of IaaS providers and S the set of schemas.
The ranking vector Vi = [ p1 , p2 , … , pj ] contains the ranking values for all providers pj ∈ P for a schema i ∈ S. Each
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FIGURE 6 Architectural components of the migration module of
the virtual infrastructure (VI) multicriteria allocation and
migration–based infrastructure-as-a-service broker

position of the ranking vector Vi is calculated by three terms (Q(pj ), C(pj ), and R(pj )) which represent the partial ranking
values. In other words, U(pj ) = 𝛼 1 ∗ Q(pj ) + 𝛼 2 ∗ C(pj ) + 𝛼 3 ∗ R(pj ). The first term, Q(pj ), represents the ranking vector
obtained from the QoS hierarchical model (see Figure 5A). This term focuses on ranking the provider pj ∈ P based on the
quality of offered services. The second term, C(pj ), represents the ranking vector from the cost structure (see Figure 5B),
∑
which ranks the providers pj ∈ P based in the provisioning costs. In turn, R(p𝑗 ) = k∈N T(k, p𝑗 ) represents the ranking
vector obtained from the tenant request cost for the provider pj ∈ P, wherein T(k, pj ) expresses the provisioning cost of k
on provider pj , and N denotes the set of elements in the customer requisition. All terms are in the range of values between
0 and 1, and 𝛼 1 + 𝛼 2 + 𝛼 3 = 1. Finally, a matrix composed of all ranking vectors and IaaS providers is used to order the
options and select the appropriated provider.

4.2

Second phase: migrating VIs

The AHP multicriteria mechanism applied by VIMAM takes a decision based on the weighting template informed by the
tenant. It is worthwhile to note that the requirements may evolve/change during the lifetime of a VI-hosted application.
In this sense, the initial provider selected to host the resources may not attend the new dynamically changed expectations.
Eventually, the migration of all VI resources will be necessary to move for a new provider. The components and interfaces
implemented by VIMAM to achieve this goal are depicted in Figure 6.
The VIMAM migration module receives from the input interface the credentials for source and destination providers,
as well as the VI identification on the source provider. Internally, the module has two separated subsets of tasks used to
manage the source and destination providers.
To conduct a VI migration, a management coordinator is launched at the source service provider, while a worker is
instantiated on target resources. It is worthwhile to mention that both tools are temporary launched by VIMAM to perform the migration and immediately deactivated after the VI reactivation. To access and manage the source and target
providers, VIMAM requires the credentials and private keys delegation, a common trust-chain used by existing brokerage
solutions.4,19,20,65 Finally, the broker does not create or manage the client accounts in the source and destination cloud
providers, and SLA establishment and negotiation are not discussed in the present work.

4.2.1

Migration scenario

To exemplify the execution scenario of the VIMAM migration module, the VI detailed in Figure 1 will be migrated from
a IaaS cloud provider A to B. As previously presented in Section 2.2, the VI is composed of a set of containers hosted by
VMs to increase the management independence from provider's optimizations and tools. All resources composing the VI
are interconnected by a private and isolated virtual network, which must be jointly migrated to the destination provider.
Figure 7 shows VIMAM access to the source and target providers.
Initially (see Figure 7), the coordinator is instantiated at IaaS provider A to retrieve the VI specification detailing the
VMs, containers, and the private network topology (router, switches, and IPs). In parallel, the worker is initialized at IaaS
provider B to communicate with the coordinator and prepare the migration scenario. At this point, the VMs are recreated
at IaaS provider B to prepare the container migration.
After instantiation the target scenario (depicted in Figure 8), the worker starts the virtual network configuration recreating the virtual routers, switches, and topology. Latter, the virtual network is prepared with the IPs configuration retrieved
from IaaS provider A. Finally, the worker performs the migration of all containers and volumes attached following the
VM-container mapping originally defined and informed by the coordinator.
Since the container and volume migration are finished, they are restored at the destination VM, as indicated in Figure 9.
Here, the VI migration is concluded, and the resources allocated on IaaS provider A can be released.
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FIGURE 7 Virtual infrastructure (VI)
multicriteria allocation and
migration–based broker migration module:
preparing a VI migration. IaaS,
infrastructure as a service; LAN, local area
network; VM, virtual machine

FIGURE 8 Virtual infrastructure (VI)
multicriteria allocation and
migration–based broker migration module:
migrating containers and volumes. IaaS,
infrastructure as a service; LAN, local area
network; VM, virtual machine

FIGURE 9 Virtual infrastructure (VI)
multicriteria allocation and
migration–based broker migration module:
conclusion of the VI migration. IaaS,
infrastructure as a service; LAN, local area
network; VM, virtual machine

4.2.2

Sequence diagram and algorithms to migrate a VI

Formally, the VI migration follows the description of VIMAM, coordinators, and workers, as depicted in Figure 10. The
main steps of sequence diagram are listed in Figure 10A, while the algorithms of the VIMAM, coordinator, and worker
are depicted in Figure 10B.
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 10 Virtual infrastructure (VI) multicriteria allocation and migration (VIMAM) main steps to migrate a VI. A, Sequence diagram
of VIMAM actions to migrate a VI; B, Algorithms used on VIMAM, coordinator, and worker. IP, Internet Protocol

The main steps of sequence diagram (see Figure 10A) are enumerated from 1 to 15. VIMAM starts the migration process
(step 1) connecting to the source cloud and starting the coordination module (step 2). The VM specification, network
topology, private IP configuration, instance and containers images, and other metadata are retrieved from the source
provider. The VIMAM migration module concentrates and verifies this data (steps 3 and 4). At this point, all information
regarding the target provider (network and credentials) are validated and if a failure is identified, the process can be
aborted. Latter, VIMAM launches all workers (step 5), in charge of creating VMs and private network configuration,
associating floating and Internet-routable IPs (step 6). On step 7, the worker returns the status of remotely performed
operations.
VIMAM constructs a source-destination IPs mapping to create a remote file-system (steps 8 and 9). Once the remote
file system is composed and synchronized, the containers checkpointing starts (step 10), and the copy is performed to
target provider (step 11). After concluding the images, volumes, and checkpoints to target VMs the containers are restored
(steps 12 and 13). At this point, the service is totally enabled on the target IaaS provider. It is worthwhile to note that the
time between the last checkpointing at the source cloud, and the containers restoration denotes the downtime for a VI
migration. Finally, when the VI migration is concluded (steps 14 and 15), the original resources are released.

5

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

The experimental evaluation of the selection and migration modules of VIMAM is discussed in this section. Specifically,
Section 5.1 shows the efficiency of the AHP-based selection mechanism, while Section 5.2 demonstrate how a decision of
reallocation is performed using an OpenStack and Docker–based prototype.
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TABLE 3 Monthly unit costs of
resources composing a virtual
infrastructure for four public
infrastructure-as-a-service providers

Alternative
Rackspace
Microsoft Azure
Amazon Web Services
Google Cloud

VM/Container (Unit)
$23.8
$23.4
$24.43
$24.27

CPU (Unit)
$3.75
$5.1
$7.9
$9.1

RAM (GB)
$3.75
$4.87
$8.64
$3.35

Storage (GB)
$0.032
$0.06
$0.042
$0.054

Abbreviations: VM, virtual machine.

5.1

Efficiency of AHP-based selection module for selecting IaaS providers

The selection module of VIMAM was implemented on C++11, and executed on a computer configured with 16-GB RAM
DDR4, Intel i7 processor, running the GNU/Linux ArchLinux OS. To measure the efficiency of the selection module, the
experimental analysis was developed in two steps. The first step consists of an analysis on provider selection frequency,
and AHP ranking values are presented. The second step is a comparison based on public market share data. The AHP
weighting tables proposed by fuzzy AHP (FAHP)13 were selected for composing the baseline for comparison. The six criteria originally identified by FAHP (cost, availability, storage capacity, CPU capacity, performance indicator, and security)
were slightly adapted to fit the VIMAM model. However, it is worthwhile to mention that the weights for FAHP remained
as originally defined.

5.1.1

Frequency of selection and ranking values

Initially, 1000 VI requests were submitted to VIMAM. Each request is composed of a set of containers (represented by CPU,
RAM, and storage configuration). For sake of simplicity, each container is allocated on a single VM, and the number of
containers composing a VI is uniformly selected between 1 and 10. Regarding the containers requirements, the parameters
are uniformly distributed following predefined ranges: CPU is defined between 1 and 20, RAM is selected from the [1, 128]
interval, and finally the volume size is selected in [1, 102 400]. A subset of four well-known public IaaS cloud providers
composed the alternatives for hosting the VI requests. Each provider is analyzed regarding the predefined weighting
schemas (detailed in Table 2). The cost of each request is calculate considering the monthly values present in Table 3 and
ranking values obtained from the QoS hierarchical model (detailed in Section 4.1.1) applying 𝛼 1 = 0.3, 𝛼 2 = 0.2, and
𝛼 3 = 0.5 (as detailed in Section 4.1.3). The 𝛼 vector configuration represent tenants concerned to the provisioning cost,
ie, a provisioning on public cloud providers.
Figures 11 and 12 summarize the results for the frequency of provider selection and ranking values, respectively.
Initially, Figure 11 indicates that the provider's selections is direct impact from the weighting schema, highlighting the
importance of detailing the VI specification and simultaneously apply multicriteria mechanisms. A simple and intuitive
flat schema results on high frequency of selection for two providers. However, when a weighting schema is selected the
tenant, VIMAM can indicate appropriated options. For example, a VI-hosted application requiring a network-intensive
schema that will select an IaaS provider mostly ignored by the flat schema. In addition, the weights used by FAHP are
Provider
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FIGURE 11 Frequency of provider
selection according to a predefined
weighting schema. QoS, quality of service;
FAHP, fuzzy analytic hierarchy process
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Provider
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FIGURE 12 Ranking values for each
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provider considering the predefined
weighting schemas. QoS, quality of service;
FAHP, fuzzy analytic hierarchy process

mainly driven by the provisioning cost, given preference to the AWS provider. The variation of ranking values used to
compute the frequency of provider selection is presented in Figure 12.
It is possible to note that the AWS provider has the bigger variation (see Figure 12), which is independent of the applied
scenario, while the other providers show a lower variation in the values. The variation between the providers ranking is
minimal among different schemas defined in Table 2 or proposed by FAHP. In addition, the reduced number of attributes
analyzed by the FAHP schema resulted on distinct rank values for all providers, a characteristic which is softened when
a large number of attributes are applied (from Table 2).

5.1.2

Comparison with market-share data

To show the applicability of VIMAM predefined weighting schemas facing the real market share, a bibliographic research
was carried out to identify which are the effective market participation of each listed service provider.66-68 Figure 13
presents our research outcome.
Regarding the Microsoft Azure provider (see Figure 13), the VIMAM value are consistent with the real market share.
However, there is a significant difference between the results obtained for the AWS, Google Cloud, and Rackspace
providers. For Google Cloud and Rackspace providers, VIMAM increased the selection frequency. Indeed, the variation
is justified as the market-share indicators ignore most of the variables that impact the decision-making of selecting a
provider, providing almost intuitive (flat) results. Finally, it is worthwhile to mention in the VIMAM selection module
analysis that the AWS provider corresponds to a total of 32.9% of the selections, followed by Rackspace with 30.5%, Google
Cloud with 18.9%, and Microsoft Azure with 17.7% (see Figure 13).
The results demonstrate that the IaaS provider selection can evolve with the management knowledge of VI-hosted
application. A provider initially selected by a flat approach may not be effective in provisioning the VI. In other words,
VIMAM can identify and offer to tenants other options for hosting the VI infrastructure. If the tenant accepts the proposal,
Provedor
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a VI migration is performed. In this sense, Section 5.2 details the implementation of a VIMAM migration prototype, and
Section 5.3 discusses the evaluation results.

5.2

OpenStack and Docker–based prototype for VI migration

The tenant's perspective regarding the VI-hosted application requirements or providers' billing policies may change over
time. Eventually, the VIMAM selection module will inform that a better option is available to host the VI. Thus, a VI migration must be performed to move computing, storage, and networking resources to a new provider (region or zone). We
present an OpenStack and Docker–based prototype for the VI migration module of VIMAM. The OpenStack Cloud Management Plataform (CMP) manages and controls pools of compute, storage, and networking resources applied to public
or private clouds.69 Among the projects composing the OpenStack, the Heat is a project responsible for VI orchestration
and is essential for recreating a VI obtained by the Flame§ tool.
Technically describing the sequence diagram discussed in Subsection 4.2.2, the first challenge is to obtain the current
VI composition including its network connections and dependencies. The OpenStack Heat project describes a VI through
a Heat orchestration template (HOT) model, and enables the dynamic reload of a specification. Therefore, the VIMAM
migration prototype extracts all VI specification from current cloud provider (using Flame) and recreates the VI on a target
provider (using OpenStack Heat/HOT). After recreating the VI on the target provider, the container migration is started.
In turn, Docker is a framework to deliver and manage containers in standalone or cloud environments.70 Conceptually,
containers are ephemeral environments which can be created, destroyed, and recreated several times, without offering a
persistent storage system. However, Docker works with volume as an alternate use for persistent data. A volume can be
associated to a new container allowing an application to be restarted. Thus, all active volumes must be migrated along
containers. Thus, to perform this operation, the VIMAM migration prototype relies on the Convoy¶ tool set to make
volumes snapshots of a migrating container hosted on the source cloud provider. These volume snapshots are available
to the destination cloud provider by a classical network file system (NFS) configuration.
The VIMAM migration prototype is based on the following: Docker version 18.03.0, Community Edition; Convoy version 0.5.0; Python version 2.7.6; VMs running GNU/Linux Ubuntu 14.04 Trusty with one vCPU and 2 GB of RAM; Secure
Shell clients and servers installed into VMs; and OpenStack CMP version Pike. It is worthwhile to mention that the OpenStack and Docker–based implementation is a proof-of-concept prototype. The VIMAM broker architecture described in
Section 4.2 can be further implemented to address others cloud providers and technologies.

5.3

Evaluation of the VIMAM migration prototype

We defined two scenarios to evaluate the VIMAM migration prototype on real cloud providers:
1. Baseline scenario quantifies the minimum time for migrating a VI composed of a single container.
2. Migration of VI composed of one switch, two VMs, and 20 containers (ten containers per VM).
The CloudLab infrastructure71 was selected to support the experimental analysis. CloudLab is a large-scale testbed
in which researchers can deploy their own isolated clouds, with administrative privileges, to install multiple versions
of OpenStack. In our scenario, the source and destination cloud providers were interconnected by a wide-area network
with round-trip time of 51.853 ms. Specifically, the source cloud provider is hosted at Utah site while the destination is
at South Carolina. Regarding the metrics to analyze VIMAM migration module, we collected the total migration time
and the network throughput. Total time is stratified by each migration step performed by the VIMAM module (worker
and coordinator tasks): retrieve VI specification, migrate VI components, wait services, check containers, check volumes, and
create checkpoint. The results are depicted in Figures 14, 15, and 16, and the cumulative distribution function graphs
present the average of ten samples. Initially, the total migration time for the baseline scenario (VI composed of a single
container) is 3.41 s.
Based on Figure 14, we can note the six steps performed by the coordinator (executing at the source cloud provider).
The x-axis (see Figure 14) represents the time in seconds, while the y-axis demonstrates the probability of each step being
completed. Analyzing the coordinator results, the total time is about 34 s, and it is worthwhile to note that four of the
six steps end in less than 3 s. The wait services and migrate VI components steps are the most time-consuming, spending
about 4.5 and 14 s, respectively. In common, both steps interact with the work tool (from the destination provider).
§

Available at https://github.com/openstack/flame
Available at https://github.com/rancher/convoy

¶
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The worker execution on destination provider, depicted by Figure 15, is composed of five steps: VI migration, setting
NFS, setting convoy, create container, and restore container.
Analyzing the results, the total time is about 67 s, and it is worthwhile to observe that setting NFS and VI migration tasks
have the shortest time, with 7 s, in the worst case. The setting convoy reached values between 25 and 30 s, while the create
container between 12 and 35 s. However, the create checkpoint has unstable values between 30 and 60 s. The highest degree
of probability indicates a running time close by 60 s. This difference is explained by the status of the last checkpoint. If all
data of the last checkpoint is already in the destination cloud provider, this step spends about 30 s. Otherwise, the worker
must download the checkpoint data and may spend up to 60 s.
Furthermore, in Table 4, we present the proportion of migration time according to coordinator and worker steps. The
steps executed by the worker are time consuming when compared with the steps performed by the coordinator, and
comprises 75.3% of all the steps. Specifically for the worker, the highlights are setting convoy, create container, and restore
container, all with more than 14%. However, in the coordinator, we only identified one step with more than 14%, the
migrate VI components.
The steps with less than 1% are retrieve VI specification, create checkpoint, check container, and check volumes, all
executed by the coordinator.
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TABLE 4 Virtual infrastructure (VI) migration steps executed
by coordinator and workers

Coordinator
Create model
Wait for VI's migration
Wait services
Create checkpoint
Check container & volumes
Total

0.9%
17.9%
5.1%
0.6%
< 0.2%
24.7%

Worker
VI's migration
Setting NFS
Setting Convoy
Create container
Restore container
Total

3.0%
2.0%
16.2%
14.5%
39.6%
75.3%

0
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Create container (Work)
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throughput (bytes/s) during a
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Finally, we chose a random VI migration to discuss the network throughput for each step, as detailed in Figure 16.
On the x-axis, the graph presents the time in seconds, and describe the steps executed by the coordinator and worker in
chronological order. On the y-axis, the network throughput (Bytes/s) is summarized. The results showed restore container
is the largest network consuming step (peak of 594 500 bytes/s). This step downloads the container checkpoints (by NFS)
from the source cloud provider. All the other steps have negligible network consumption (224 to 76 780 bytes/s).
The last aspect analyzed is the VI migration cost. During the VI migration, VIMAM maintains a temporary VI replica in
the destination provider. The replica is populated with data from VMs and containers during the migration process. This
replica will become the official VI after the migration is finished. In this sense, the migration cost must take into account
the temporary resources provisioned as well as the data transfer amount between providers.
Based on the monthly unit cost of resources composing a VI for four public IaaS providers, depicted in Table 3, the
migration cost can be obtained by the Equation (1) in which replicacost and migration_time represent the cost of temporary
VI resources. In addition, another migration cost component is the data transfer from source to destination provider (given
by data_trans).
migrationcost = (replicacost ∗ migration_time) + data_trans.

(1)

Since the CloudLab infrastructure is an open-source platform, we arbitrary used the Amazon EC2 price list# to estimate
the migration cost for our experimental scenario. Specifically, the replicacost is defined by two VM t2.2xlarge (8 vCPU,
32GB of memory, moderate network performance (< 5 Gbps) and GNU/Linux OS). The migration_time is a few seconds,
but on Amazon EC2, the minimum on-demand contract for VM is one hour. For this instance, the network payment is
per available bandwidth, so data_trans cost is zero on this scenario. The VM cost to t2.2xlarge is US$ 0.3712 per hour,
and we needed two for hosting our containers. Therefore, migrationcost based on Amazon EC2 prices is US$ 0.7424, for
20 containers hosted atop two VM. It is worthwhile to highlight that this scenario migration cost represents less than
1% monthly cost of VI. Finally, the VIMAM migration prototype is operational and allows the automatic VI migration
#

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
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in real-world environment. The VI migration time is acceptable for sporadic migrations, motivated by administrative
decisions.

6

CO NSIDERATIONS AND FUTURE WO RK

Several relevant aspects were revealed in this article through the discussion of a cloud broker based on MCDM and VI
migration. The first aspect is related with the selection of IaaS providers to host virtualized environments. In addition
to the computational challenge of the problem NP-hardness, the selection is guided by a tenant-specific policy, which
must be considered along the process. The VIMAM selection module demonstrates how different weighting scheme can
be applied to represent the tenants' perspectives. Indeed, the experimental analysis pointed out the variability on IaaS
frequency selection, demonstrating tenants with deep knowledge on VI requirements can select service-tailored providers.
Another relevant aspect is that demonstrating the VIMAM migration module is effective to move VIs composed of VMs,
containers, switches, and specific network configuration. Our prototype based on OpenStack and Docker was able to
move the virtualized resources between two IaaS cloud providers.
Conceptually, a weak point of VIMAM broker is the management of failures during the VI migration process. VIMAM
needs to complete the migration of all resources to identify if a problem occurred. A future research work will be to develop
fault-tolerant mechanisms in the selection and migration modules. However, despite the aforementioned limitations, we
believe VIMAM advanced the state of the art by jointly discussing the IaaS provider selection and the migration of VIs,
considering the challenges introduced by containers and virtual network management.
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